
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The  

 

Conversion Cheat Sheet 

 

 

  



 

 

You’re about to discover... 

 

The 7 Most Powerful Conversion Triggers You Can Use to 

Increase Your Opt-ins and Sales 

 

Mastering these 7 “magic triggers” is the key to plugging your leaky sales funnel and putting a 

stop to all that wasted traffic, embarrassing optin rates and deflating sales figures. 

 

How do we know these techniques work?  

 

Well for a start - they just worked on you. And if they work on you, then they’ll work on your 

customers.  

 

Yes, we used all these techniques in the video you just saw to convince you to optin for this 

cheat sheet - and you’ll be glad we did :)  

 

Besides which, there’s a ton of scientific research and data to back this up. 

 

Why do these triggers work? 

   

These triggers work because they activate basic survival instincts, honed over thousands of 

years to keep us alive.  

 

Deeply wired into the brain - we respond to these triggers on an unconscious level. They 

bypass our conscious filtering process.  The brain responds to them automatically - like a 

“reflex” action.  

 

That’s what makes them so powerful.  

 

So print this guide out, keep it handy and please use with care! 
 

Best wishes, 

  



 

 

The Conversion Trigger Checklist 

 

Your 7 sales funnel “difference-makers” 

 

● Trigger #1: Reciprocity  

● Trigger #2: Loss Aversion 

● Trigger #3: Social Proof  

● Trigger #4: Authority 

● Trigger #5: Consistency 

● Trigger #6: Personalization 

● Trigger #7: Scarcity  

 

 

Trigger #1: Reciprocity - if I scratch your back, you’ll 

scratch mine 

 

Why it works:  

Reciprocity works because it’s an unwritten “rule” we all follow as social animals. We 

instinctively reciprocate because we depend upon each other to survive. As such, people are 2x 

as likely to buy from someone who gives them something for free first. 

 

A real life example: 

Imagine that you are frustrated and stressed out by trying to catch a cab to reach work in time 

for your big presentation.  In your desperate and unsuccessful search you suddenly see one 

stopping by to pick up a guy just a few metres away.  Instead of going to it he rather turns to 

you and says: “By the looks of it, you need this more than I do. Just take it, I’ll get the next one.” 

 

If that was the case, your natural response would be: 

 

“Thanks so much! How can I ever repay you?” 

 

The difference here is that you’re the generous guy and you have a way of getting back in 

contact in the future (as a result of them joining you email list).  Don’t you think your new lead 

might be more receptive to what you have to say based on their prior positive experience…? 

  

How to use it:  

● Offer a free gift to prospects that answers a clear and specific pain point. Your gift must 

be of value to your prospects to achieve the greatest effect. 



 

● Deliver your free gift as quickly as possible - your prospects are more likely to return if 

they receive instant gratification 

● Bear in mind that a favour has a limited lifespan in the mind of the recipient - so don’t 

leave it too long before giving them the opportunity to repay it... 

 

 

Trigger #2: Loss Aversion - the pain of losing $10 

outweighs the pleasure of finding $10 

 

Why it works:  

Fear of losing what you already have is a more powerful motivator than fear of not gaining what 

you do not have. Our brains are programmed to view pain as “heavier” than pleasure so that we 

don’t take risks that could place ourselves in too much danger. It’s the ultimate survival instinct. 

And the reason we associate radical behaviour with having “nothing left to lose”. 

 

A real life example: 

The District of Columbia attempted to decrease people’s use of grocery bags.  

 

One approach was to offer a five-cent bonus to customers who brought along their own reusable bags. 

That approach had essentially no effect.   

 

More recently the District tried another approach, which was to impose a five-cent tax on those who ask 

for a grocery bag.  Five cents is not a lot of money, but many people do not want to pay it.   

 

The new approach has had a major effect in reducing the use of grocery bags.  Even a small tax counts 

as a loss, and it affects people’s behavior. 

 

How to use it:  

● You can apply this principle directly to your sales and optin pages. You should structure 

these pages in terms of a problem that is causing your prospects to LOSE time or money 

-before presenting the solution to that problem.   

● When writing your copy, instead of presenting something as a gain, you’re more 

persuasive if you frame it in terms of what you could lose if you don’t act. For example, 

rather than “you could gain 100 sales a day if you do x” try “you’re losing 100 sales a day 

by not doing x”. Even though the actual outcome is the same in both case, the latter 

phrasing will typically lead to more conversions.  You can also incorporate this into your 

auto-responder message sequence. Rather than having 10 messages focused on 

moving towards pleasure -  looking great in a bikini, or buying that Mercedes you’ve had 

your eye on, for example – you can also have several messages pushing the ‘avoid pain’ 

button – escape the embarrassment of not fitting into your clothes, escape the job that 

you hate, etc... 



 

● Another application of this principle is to deliver part of a product or course for free 

before presenting the paid offer. Your prospects will be more likely to upgrade because 

they do not want to “lose” the time they have already invested.   

 

 

Trigger #3: Social Proof - if other people are doing it, I’ll do 

it too 

 

Why it works:  

No matter how individual we all think we are, our natural instinct is to copy each other - it’s the 

main way we learn. Plus, if others are doing it, it’s a good bet that it doesn’t do too much harm - 

or at least that’s what our brain tells us!  

 

A real life example: 

Product reviews and testimonials are the most readily available forms of social proof and most 

people will Google something like “product X review” as a normal part of their buying decisions.  

When suitable, social proof should also be combined with authority (see trigger #4 below).   

 

For example, lets say you have recently written an ebook on the subject of grape growing.  To 

add strength to your sales page it would make perfect sense to include a testimonial covering 

the quality and value of the content contained within your ebook.  In this case a testimonial from 

just “John B from Australia” may not be the best. However if you add that John has been “a 

wine-making enthusiast for over 20 years” or that he is the “founder of a wine making company” 

then the effect is massively enhanced. 

 

On the other hand, if you are creating a “everyone can do this” product, then the John B’s of 

this world might be more right to use than someone with a fancy title.  As the burden of proof 

here is more angled towards showing that anyone can do this.    

 

How to use it: 

● In addition to adding testimonials to your pages, make sure you give all your offers the 

opportunity to “go viral”. In other words, make sure all your landing pages are shareable. 

For greatest effect, include large, customised social buttons and social call to actions. 

This will increase engagement and the amount of free traffic you receive 

● Link your lead-pages to a Facebook Page - or better yet, double your potential leads by 

simultaneously publishing them as a tab on Facebook if your landing page software can 

do this. 

● Give your visitors an incentive to Like or Share your pages - for example, to access 

premium content, or view a poll result.  

 



 

Trigger #4: Authority - I better do this because they know 

what’s best for me 

 

Why it works:   

We suspend our own critical judgment when told to do something by an authority figure. It’s 

something programmed into us from an early age when we are taught to do as the adults tell 

us.  

 

A real life example: 

You might have heard of the Stanley Milgrim experiment where Milgrim discovered that regular 

people were willing to administer dangerous electric shocks to others simply because an 

authority figure (a “scientist” in a white coat) told them to.   

 

How to use it:  

● Your aim is to be “wearing a white coat” in the mind of your customers. You need to feed 

them with information that proves you know your stuff - proves that you understand their 

problem and how to solve it. Of course - make sure you pick a problem that you can 

actually solve with your products further down the line! 

● You can deliver this information via your website, blog, Facebook Page, or by email. The 

best strategy is to combine this with reciprocity: package this information as a ‘gift’ on a 

landing page, and give it away in exchange for your prospects’ emails.  

● By pulling the authority trigger before pushing for the sale, you’ll put yourself ahead of 

your competitors. Once you have established a problem and demonstrated that you 

know the solution, your prospects will be more open to your offers. They’ll be more likely 

to buy the solution from you because they’ll believe it will work.   

 

 

Trigger #5: Consistency - I must stay true to myself 

 

Why it works:  

We naturally need to stay consistent in our actions, so that we are seen as authentic and 

trustworthy. This means that once people start down a certain path, they are likely to continue 

down that path. From a marketing point of view, the key point here is this: you only need to 

START your prospects down your path to leverage this powerful trigger...  

 

A real life example: 

There is a well know method associated with the comedian Jerry Seinfeld which illustrates this 

point nicely.  Basically the method involves a big wall calendar and a magic marker and goes 

something like this: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milgram_experiment


 

1. Pick a goal - this could be anything from publishing a daily blog post to not biting your 

fingernails. 

2. Mark off the days on which you successfully achieve that goal. 

3. Use your chain of marked off days as a motivator. 

 

This also ties in nicely with loss aversion as the urge not to break the chain grows in importance 

as the days progress and the chain grows. 

 

From a marketing perspective, the point is that by successively asking your audience to take 

small steps, they are much more likely to achieve the end goal (of making a purchase). 

 

How to use it:  

● Encourage your visitors to make a “micro-commitment”, to take the first small step into 

your sales funnel. For example a poll question relevant to the problem your product 

solves is a great “ice breaker”. Once your visitors commit to the IDEA behind the 

product, their mindset changes - they’ve taken that first step down the path - and they 

become more open to commit to the next step... 

● Since people tend to conform to expectations, another great way to leverage consistency 

to boost your conversions is by segmenting your visitors into groups (such as a “super 

fan”). This will increase their likelihood to act in a way expected of that particular group. 

(You can use certain Landing Page software to do this) 

● On the flip side, if you are attempting to convince prospects to leave a competitor or 

substitute product for you, persuading them their past decision was incorrect will be far 

less fruitful than persuading them that CIRCUMSTANCES have changed, meaning they 

can move to you while remaining consistent with their past decisions.  

 

 

Trigger #6: Personalization - this is exactly what I need 

 

Why it works:  

If you personalize your message, people naturally feel you’re interested in their specific needs - 

that you’ve “got their back”.  If you can get your customers to visualise themselves benefitting 

from your product, then they become less objective and critical. And they’re more likely to listen 

to you and respond to your call to action as a result. 

 

A real life example: 

The key thing here is relevance and it’s common knowledge that segmenting your audience into 

interest groups helps you get better open and click rates.   

 

For example a music website may include an extra dropdown field in their signup form to 



 

segment people whose favourite music genre is rock from those that enjoy classical.  These 

groups of people are likely to respond differently to the company’s marketing messages so it 

makes perfect sense to use different email sequences for the two groups. 

 

How to use it:  

● You might think personalizing your message for cold traffic is impossible - but you don’t 

need to call your prospects by name to take advantage of this technique. In fact, 

referring to your prospects by name before establishing a genuine relationship has a 

negative impact on conversions. Rather, personalization is about making your offer 

speak directly to you prospects’ personal pain-points. 

● By creating Interactive Landing Pages and delivering a tailored message to your 

prospects based upon how they interact with your page, you can establish greater trust 

and rapport.  

● Combine social proof with personalisation for maximum effect. If you specify that “80% of 

people in your situation did x”, this is more effective that leveraging just one trigger on its 

own.  

 

 

Trigger #7: Scarcity - I better do this now or I may miss out 

 

Why it works:  

This works because it’s one of our most powerful survival instincts - if we didn’t respond to this 

trigger, we simply wouldn’t survive when resources were scarce! Of course, it’s also a great 

way to force your prospects to TAKE ACTION there and then. 

 

A real life example: 

This is very common in marketing.  You may have seen things like: 

 

“If you order today today you’ll get this bonus item or this special discount, but if you wait until 

tomorrow we can’t guarantee that the bonuses/discount will still be available” 

 

Or: 

 

“We only have a few products left in stock” 

 

In both cases the emphasis is being placed on the fact that a quick decision is needed in order 

to avoid missing out, so this is also a way of emphasising loss (see #2 - Loss Aversion 

mentioned earlier) 

 

How to use it: 

● You can set time limits (“Offer Closes Saturday”) and space limits (“Just 10 Spots Left”) 



 

on your offers. Adding a dynamic countdown timer to your landing pages will make your 

prospects more aware of the urgency 

● Remember to frame your scarcity-based call-to-actions on what your prospects will 

LOSE if they don’t act before the closing date (loss-aversion). E.g., “If you don’t do x, 

you’ll continue to lose all those hard earned leads...”  

● Scarcity is particularly effective when combined with retargeting ads. Because you know 

your audience has already seen your offer, fear of missing out is your most powerful 

motivator at this point.  If you’re not using retargeting pixels in your lead-campaigns, then 

you’re only using your traffic to a fraction of its potential. 

 

*** *** *** 

 

In conclusion, these triggers work on us because of the following three extremely important 

factors: 

 

People want to stand out and feel special (more knowledge, look better, etc...) 

People want to feel accepted and included (take part, feel normal, etc...) 

People want to enjoy life (worry less, experience more comfort, etc...) 

 

The questions is, how does your product or service make this happen? 

 

And most importantly, how can you make your potential customers feel like you will do that 

prior to the purchase occurring? 

 

If you can communicate both properly, then you will make sales. Its as simple as that. 

 

“Sensation tells us a thing is, thinking tells us 

what this thing is, feeling tells us what this 

thing is to us.” 

Carl Gustav Jung 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3 “hypnotic” words proven to transform your  

visitors into hungry buyers 

 

There are various “hypnotic words” you can use as shortcuts to converting visitors into eager 

buyers. 

 

These words are powerful because, as we’ll explain, they have a direct line to the conversion 

triggers outlined above - i.e. your customers’ unconscious buying reflexes. 

 

And as a bonus, we wanted to share 3 of the most powerful of these words with you.  

 

And the best part is - these are simple, everyday words we’ve all be conditioned to respond to 

from a young age, so you can easily slot them straight into your copy. 

  

Hypnotic word #1: You 

Using “you” and “your” in your copy is a simple, but extremely effective, way to personalize your 

offers - to make each visitor feel your product will benefit them personally. Write most of your 

copy in the 2nd person. So if you were selling drivers to golf players, rather than claiming the 

driver “increases drive-range”, you would claim the driver “will increase your drive-range”. A 

subtle, but critical difference.     

 

Hypnotic word #2: Because 

We’re programmed from a very young age to associate this word with authority figures - and as 

a reason to ACT. Studies confirm that just by inserting this one word into a sentence, people 

are 3x more likely to grant a request! But the larger the request, the more critical they become, 

so make sure you follow it up with a good reason!  

 

Hypnotic word #3: Imagine 

This word leverages not one but two conversion triggers: “consistency” and “loss aversion” For 

example, consider the sentence: “Imagine having the power to pull your customers’ ‘buy 

triggers.’” Once you imagine having that power, you have made the first step towards owning 

that power, and so to remain consistent you are likely to continue down that path. And 

secondly, once you imagine owning that power, you don’t want to let it go - loss aversion kicks 

in.   



 

Here’s a concrete illustration, using the golf driver example mentioned above: 

 

Imagine seeing the envy in your friends’ faces as you hit the ball longer and straighter than 

ever before… Well imagination can now become reality.  Because of the unique balance, face 

milling and energy storage of ACME Golf’s new driver, off centre shots are rewarded almost the 

same as perfect centre strikes.   

 

Notice how this combines a feature of the product with a benefit to the potential purchaser and 

also includes our 3 hypnotic words. 

 

*** *** *** 

 

As you sit here reading this, you now have the key to be a conversion dynamo...to make more 

sales and put cash in your pocket, month after month. 

 

You’re now ready to install these triggers in all your sales funnels.  

 

So don’t waste the time you’ve invested learning about these triggers… go and put them into 

practise now! 

 

Best wishes, 

  

      
 


